2 bedroom loft apartment in a new complex in Girne centre
s-ki-120

Описание:
If you are looking for quality and affordable apartments in the center of Kyrenia, then by all means consider this offer. Apartments in a luxury complex
of 2 blocks located in Kyrenia, in the upper part of the city. High-quality construction, the use of expensive materials for the final finishing of the
premises and well-chosen construction sites are what distinguish this construction company.
This complex consists of 1+1 apartments, 2+1 apartments and two penthouses. The complex has an elegant facade, beautiful balconies and terraces
with outdoor furniture, Jacuzzi and sun loungers. Only 10 floors. Already from the 4th floor offers a magnificent view of the sea and mountains. The
complex is ideal for those who want to live in the rhythm of the city and those who want to rent out. In the city center of Kyrenia, it becomes a difficult
task to find a good apartment = due to the lack of new housing, and new building sites. On the roof of the building there will be a recreation area with a
mini-bar and a jacuzzi, below there are underground and surface parking. By purchasing an apartment from the 8th to the 10th floor, you will receive a
free underground parking space, which will significantly reduce your parking headache. Near the complex there are two supermarkets and a shopping
center, various Casinos (Casino Grand Pasha, Casino PiaBella), pharmacies, a football field, a gym (which is also provided in the building), a hospital,
restaurants and cafes, nightclubs.
Apartment 2 +1
Area - 75 sq.m. or 80 sq.m.
2 bedrooms with fitted wardrobes
1 shower
Living room and open plan kitchen
Built-in kitchen cabinets

Параметры:
S-KI-120
Girne, Girne/Kyrenia
Цена: 6185050.0 RUB
Type: Apartment
Deal: Sale
Market: New property

Area: 80.0m2
Bedrooms: 2

